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Abstract:
Background:
The emphasis on “quality” in the design of a management system for an organization was originally introduced through the work of
W. Edwards Deming [1] who initially developed his QI principles to help the Toyota Motor Company increase their sales by
improving the quality of their product. However, he also saw that these ideas could be applied to management of other types of
organizations, such as health care organizations.
Review:
When applied to a clinical practice, QI is implemented by evaluation of structured clinical and administrative data [2], producing a
“mindfulness” about QI that gives attention to several key principles: (i) focusing on data, (ii) care of patients, (iii) team problem
solving, and ( iv) healthcare delivery processes that are similar for both the organization and for individual physician-patient
relationship. In all instances, the effectiveness of an entire QI program is compromised if any of these principles is missing or
inadequate. Such a deficiency is avoided best through a functional knowledge of personality type that increases communication at all
levels. This creates a critically important organizational mindfulness for more effective QI team function and also for a more
effective physician-patient encounter. The result is increased quality of outcomes at the individual patient level as well as the
organizational level.
Conclusion:
The trend toward inclusion of mindfulness in healthcare develops an improved awareness of how well procedures, medications, and
advice are provided.
Keywords: MBTI, Mindfulness, Quality improvement, Personality type, Physician-patient relationship, Healthcare.

1. PREAMBLE
In this report we wish to apply the concept of quality improvement (QI) to the physician-patient encounter. The
emphasis on “quality” in the design of a management system for an organization was originally introduced through the
work of W. Edwards Deming [1]. He initially developed his QI principles to help the Toyota Motor Company increase
their sales by improving the quality of their product. However, he also saw that these ideas could be applied not only to
manufacturing processes, but also to management of other types of organizations, such as health care organizations.
2. THE COMPARABILITY OF ORGANIZATIONAL QI AND PHYSICIAN-PATIENT QI
When applied to a clinical practice, QI is implemented by evaluation of structured clinical and administrative data
[2]. The organization uses these data to acquire a “mindfulness” about QI. This mindfulness is produced by giving
attention to several key principles that focus on:
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the use of relevant data,
the care of patients,
being part of a team, and
processes involved in the delivery of health care [3].

If we shift the focus to the individual physician-patient relationship, a comparable QI planning process also occurs
following principles similar to those for the organization:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The physician maintains patient data that can be used to improve quality,
The physician maintains a focus on the care of the patient,
The physician functions as a member of a health care team,
The physician performs the processes (procedures, medications, and advice) that address illness and maintain
health.

Whether applied to the organization or to the individual physician-patient, these principles function as an integrated
whole, rather than independently. Thus, if any one of these principles is missing or inadequate, the effectiveness of a QI
program is compromised. However, when the QI principles are used effectively, the outcome for a health care
organization is improved quality, efficiency, and profitability. Similarly, when applied to the individual physicianpatient encounter, the QI principles can be seen to benefit the health of the patient just as they do for the health of the
organization.
This report extends this comparison to illustrate how a functional knowledge of personality type helps to address all
four principles to create a critically important organizational mindfulness. Further, when incorporated into the
physician-patient encounter, this mindfulness increases the quality of outcomes at the individual patient level as well as
the organizational level. We will first show how the application of personality type theory in healthcare
communications profoundly enhances the quality of individual physician-patient outcomes. We will then move to the
organizational level to show how this approach impacts the health care team and, finally, we will illustrate how the
trend toward inclusion of mindfulness in healthcare develops an improved awareness of how well procedures,
medications, and advice are provided.
3. PERSONALITY TYPE AS A TOOL FOR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
Deming’s work produced a theory of management that was composed of four interrelated areas. Two of these areas
that have special relevance here are: 1) understanding the causes of the variation in outcomes and 2) application of
psychology, especially motivation theory. Personality type as studied and identified by Jung [4] provides a mental
model that explains some of the variations in perception and decision making that suggest prescriptions for improving
outcomes. This area of psychology also helps us deepen our understanding of the motivation to achieve better
outcomes.
3.1. Focus on Personality Type and Communication Skills
We can organize our thinking about personality type into two main areas: 1) differences in perception and 2)
differences in decision making resulting from perception. While personality type affects numerous aspects of our
behavior, the most important area in health care is in communication with patients and communication among the
members of the health care team. Patient satisfaction and cooperation is determined in large part by the quality of that
communication. On the other hand, most complaints about physicians relate to poor communication rather than clinical
competence [5].
Fortunately, communication skills are taught in medical training to assure the clinical competency of medical
graduates. The controlled environment of the medical curriculum allows learning from experience in a ‘safe’
environment. For example, listening skills and managing an angry patient can be practiced and improved prior to real
world clinical practice. The expectations for competency in clinical practice are documented in the recently published
Core Entrustable Professional Activities for entering Residency [6]. The capacity to communicate effectively with a
patient is thus an expected skill on the first day of postgraduate clinical education. It would, therefore, be relevant to
apply quality improvement principles to the curriculum in order to understand variation in the quality of communication
skills among graduates. Deming’s QI principles would then prescribe ways of reducing this variation through
improvements in the curriculum.
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This raises a question as to what information and what training would be added to make a more complete education
in physician-patient communication skills. A secondary concern relates to aspects of communication that are currently
taught that would be displaced or might need revision with such an addition to the curriculum. It will become clear that
the addition of personality type theory and practice enhances any current communication skills curriculum, and thus
does not displace or modify currently taught principles. This is most easily seen when the underlying principles of
Jungian personality type are understood.
3.2. Personality Type Essential Principles
Personality type acquires its relevance to communication because it is an unconscious mental habit that affects how
a person perceives the world and how they make decisions based on those perceptions. Carl Jung observed nearly a
century ago that people differed in these mental habits through simple polar opposites [7]. It was Jung that first
described the familiar extravert/introvert dimension that explains how people think best: talking it out or thinking it
through. Each of these behaviors becomes consistent in an individual at an unconscious level and only becomes
apparent when they are required to do the opposite. Suddenly, they become very aware, and uncertain, about their
behavior and they seek conditions where they can revert back to the more comfortable unconscious behavior. For
example, if a person with a preference for Extraversion (E) is asked to remain quiet while they listen to an extended
dialogue such as a speech or a lecture, they become uneasy. There are several reasons for this uneasy feeling, but the
prime driver of the behavior is the need to think about what they are hearing. In the extravert, the energy for their
thinking comes from talking as they think, i.e. you will literally be hearing what they are thinking. Clearly,
circumstances that prevent the needed talking frustrate the extravert and they have to exert extra energy to cope. This
uncomfortable situation is often relieved with self-talk. The extravert will resort to holding a silent conversation in their
heads under circumstances where they cannot speak.
This concept is extended to a person with a preference for Introversion (I) in a different way because the comfort
zone is to think silently before speaking, if speaking is needed at all. If the introvert is asked to speak about an issue
before they can fully process it silently, the result is awkward and halting sentence structure and muted volume. The
emotional aspect of this outward behavior further complicates communication through embarrassment. Both examples
of introvert and extravert illustrate several important aspects of Jungian personality type:
1. Personality type is about normal behavior. There are no pathological aspects to any of the type preferences.
Thinking to yourself is a normal preference and thinking out loud is a normal preference. There are no good or
bad types, no sick or well types, nor are there smart or dumb types. Jungian personality type is only a
preference, not an outcome.
2. Everyone uses both their preference and the opposite to their preference every day. This is because people must
adapt their behavior to their circumstances. It is the various circumstances that change throughout the day, not
the preference known as personality type. This is a critical concept because it teaches that people are adaptable
and not rigidly constrained by their type preference.
3. Whenever a person has to perform in their opposite, they use extra energy and as a consequence they will
become fatigued sooner. An introvert who teaches by giving a lecture will be much more fatigued at the end of
the lecture than an extravert. In fact, the extravert will likely be energized and want to continue. The need to
communicate with a patient of opposite type will have the same effect.
4. Personality type is a persistent tendency throughout life. Some people mistake changing scores on the MyersBriggs Type Indicator, an instrument that is used to identify type [7], as a real change in their personality. What
is actually changing is an increased ability to adapt by using the preference opposite as a skill. Early attempts to
identify type can be biased by a number of factors including expectations of family and friends, self-concept,
and simply mistaking what they do for what they prefer. Maturation usually allows greater self-knowledge and
removes much of this bias.
5. People of the same type use the preferences very individually. Type only gives the general tendency to choose,
or use, one of the two opposites preferentially but they do this in their own way. Extraverts only have in
common the desire, when they have the choice, to think out loud. What they think about, how well they think,
and how they express their thinking will be their personal individuality. But, if you want to know what they are
thinking, all you have to do is listen. By contrast, if you want to know what an introvert is thinking, you need to
ask.
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It is the capacity to adapt behavior to that of the opposite and to use that as a skill that allows the
knowledge of type to be used as a tool for communication. The awareness that use of the opposite uses
more energy, that the opposite can be developed, and that personality doesn’t change because of external
factor eliminates potential attitude barriers to using personality insights to apply QI principles to patient
communication.
3.3. Personality Type Dimensions
There are three other dimensions that compose personality type, all of which are relevant to the physician-patient
interaction: 1) Sensing vs. Intuition, 2) Thinking vs. Feeling, and 3) Judging vs. Perceiving.
1. The preference for Sensing (S) versus its opposite, the preference for Intuition (N) is applied to the way people
tend to take in information, i.e. to what do they give their attention. This focus on the type of awareness that
people exhibit caused Jung to refer to them as preferences in perception.
2. The preference for Thinking (T) versus its opposite, the preference for Feeling (F). These are applied to the way
people reach decisions about what they perceive, i.e. how do they prioritize their choices. The need to weigh
what is perceived against established criteria, either logical or emotional, caused Jung to refer to them as
preferences for judgment.
3. The preference for Judging (J) versus its opposite, the preference for Perception (P) was not one of the original
Jungian observations. Instead, while her Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) was under development Myers
discerned that people manage their time with opposite preferences. She identified those who emphasized Jung’s
preferences in judging, T and F, as Judging types and those who emphasized the preferences in perception, S
and N, as Perceptive types. Since Judging types constantly evaluate their situation they tend to live by a plan.
Their opposite, the Perceptive types are constantly seeking new information so they tend to be adaptable and
flexible.
Jung applied the term “Sensing” to those people who gave their attention through their five senses: vision, hearing,
touching, smelling, and tasting (Although balance is also a sensory modality, Jung did not give his attention to it as with
the others.) When one relies on the senses, it puts their attention in the present and, as a result, the sensing type can be
characterized by the question phrase, “what is?” The present, however, is also a function of the past. What we see on a
regular basis is largely a function of our memory of that sight in the past: a familiar room, route to work, or coworkers.
The retina primarily provides the aspects of vision that have changed or are different from what is remembered. This
leads to a frequent comment from neuroscientists that “we see with our brain.” Taken together the sensing type gives
most of their thinking time to the present and the past. They are detail oriented and are driven to seek certainty in the
accuracy of their memory and/or in how they perform a procedure. A sensing type patient will be more concerned with
step by step instructions. They will ask “what” and “how” questions, and they will want precise descriptions. They will
not be interested in understanding their problem, just what to do about it.
Similarly, Jung applied the term “Intuitive” to those people who gave their attention to future possibilities. The
creation of possibilities requires an integration of what is known already to create questions about how things might be
related. It is an anticipatory state of mind that tolerates trial and error. In students, this preference drives learning toward
forming a “big picture” often at the expenses of learning details. Because of this future orientation, the intuitive type can
be characterized by the question phrase, “what if?” An intuitive type patient will therefore be concerned with both
current and long-term implications. They will also ask “why” questions in order to understand their situation and,
instead of focusing on details, they will talk more in generalities.
The “Thinking” type was named by Jung to describe those people that reached decisions through logic. This
requires weighing evidence objectively and independently of how others may have reached their decision. In a patient,
there is little attention given to how the physician “feels” about them, just that the physician make sense. This type of
patient will tend to “test” the physician’s advice or knowledge.
The “Feeling” type was named by Jung to describe those people that reached their decisions by referring to their
values. This is not a reference as much to biological emotion as it is to maintaining a rational priority based on quality
of life. It is a common mistake to consider thinking types to be an opposite preference due to having no emotion and
this mistake is easier to avoid by focusing on what the person trusts. Thinking types trust their logic more than their
emotions and feeling types trust their emotions more than their logic.
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The “Judging” type was named by Myers to describe those people who emphasized decision-making in the way
they managed their time. They operated from an awareness of a schedule or “to-do” list and were happiest when tasks
were completed on time, i.e. they sought the “joy of closure.” Judging types tend to be driven to closure and risk
making a decision too soon.
The “Perceptive” type was named by Myers to describe those people who emphasized discovery in the way they
managed their time. They operated from an awareness of making decisions based on gathering information, even at the
expense of extra time. They likewise use a “to-do” list, but more as a record of what needed to be done. They were not
as aware of deadlines and are not as bothered by postponing tasks, i.e. they sought the “joy of discovery.” Perceptive
types tend to be driven to gathering information and risk a long delay in making a decision.
3.4. Preferred Communication Styles
Communication is the most effective between two people when they have similar communication styles [8]. Their
thinking is shared with clarity and harmony when both perceive the world the same and when both make decisions the
same. For example, couples are more satisfied in their relationship when their personality type matches, or when they
can easily adjust to that of their partner. This has been shown to also hold in the health care field through a critical
incident analysis that compared the quality of the communication against their verified MBTI type [8, 9]. In this study
which followed a standard question protocol, both patients and health care professionals were asked to describe both a
satisfying clinical encounter and one that was dissatisfying. The protocol asked participants to comment on the nature of
the encounter, who was involved, what they were thinking or feeling about the situation, what was actually said, and
what happened as an outcome. These narratives were matched against the type of the physician and the patient to
establish consistencies with their verified MBTI type. This led to a communication model that incorporated the effect of
the patient’s personality type [8]. As shown in Table 1, there are three stages of interaction with the second stage having
some remarkable findings:
Table 1. Behavior cues in the patient*.
Stages of Interaction

Patient’s Type Mode

Beginning the interaction

Talk it out
(E – Extraversion)
• Action and animation
• Direct eye contact
• Louder tone
• Faster pace

Think it through
(I – Introversion)
• Measured action
• Averted eye contact
• Quieter
• Slower, more considered pace

Investigating needs
and
planning action

Specifics/Logical Choices
(ST – Sensing and Thinking)
• Values facts
• Provides facts in logical order
• Practical approach to completing task
• Wants tried and tested methods

Specifics/Impact on People
(SF – Sensing and Feeling)
• Values personalized service; caring relationship
• Prefers facts to theory
• Wants warm, friendly approach
• Wants what worked for others

Big Picture/Logical Choices
(NT – Intuition and Thinking)
• Wants logical options
• Tests physician’s competence
• Values cutting edge methods

Big Picture/Impact on People
(NF – Intuition and Feeling)
• Views their situation as unique
• Needs to be valued as a whole person (holistic)
• Interested in new methods

Joy of Closure
(J – Judging)
• Values the goal
• Moves dialogue to closure
• Impatient

Joy of Discovery
(P – Perceiving)
• Values path to goal
• Easy with adaptive approach
• Side tracks with issues during dialogue
• Easy with last minute action

Establishing closure

*Adapted from Allen 2000.

1. Meeting or beginning the interaction
2. Investigating needs and suggesting actions to be taken
3. Establishing closure.
The findings showed a correlation between the descriptions of each stage of the clinical encounter. The beginning
interaction showed behavior cues that matched the persons MBTI type for Extraversion and Introversion. The findings
for the second stage that investigated needs were remarkable in revealing that the behavior cues of the patient became
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ambiguous unless all four possible combinations of type preferences for Perception and Judging, i.e. ST, SF, NT, and
NF were considered. In the course of the study as will be detailed below, these combinations also defined four
individual ways that patients prefer to receive bad news. The finding that is more relevant to the physician, or the
teacher of communication skills in the medical curriculum, is that the cues can be learned and identified during the
normal course of the interaction. This obviates the need for extra data collection prior to the visit. However, as the
situation dictates, it does permit a more informed entry into the patient chart concerning the quality of the dialogue.
Some electronic records contain a scripted sentence that can be added to the medical record under a menu item that
states “Education Response: Verbalized understanding, Understanding confirmed by return demonstration,
Communication with the patient (or representative) occurred in a manner that met their communication and health
literacy needs.” This permits recording of impressions of clarity and agreement with the treatment plan or uncertainties
that need a follow up at the next visit. Workshop materials are commercially available (www.capt.org) to train
physicians and their health care staff in adapting their communication style to fit that of the patient.
3.5. Breaking Bad News
One of the foremost QI issues in health care communications is the way that bad news is delivered. To be sure, there
are established protocols and advice given in every medical curriculum, but these protocols assume all patients received
the information in the manner most comfortable to them. Compounding the problem, all patients are similarly treated as
if their participation in the decisions was the most comfortable to them. The research shows that, if the patient’s MBTI
type matches that of the physician, this difficult conversation will go as well as possible with both parties unaware of
the reason why. The QI complications come in when there is misunderstanding or other discomfort and the reasons
remain a mystery. To appreciate the dramatic differences, and relatively straightforward adaptations required of the
physician, excerpts of comments by patients are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. MBTI type preferences for receiving bad news in the clinical encounter*.
Patient’s combined preference for perception and judging: Excerpts from comments about satisfaction with receiving bad news.
Plain Facts with Practicality
(ST – Sensing and Thinking)
• I Just want to hear the facts; nothing irrelevant.”
• They kept asking me how I felt; it felt intrusive. I won’t open up until I
trust you.
• No sugar coating.

Personal Service with Kindness
(SF – Sensing and Feeling)
• He was too blunt; it upset me. It helped a lot when the nurse was kind
to me.
• I had to hear the news without my partner here.
• It was helpful to not be hurried and have his full attention.

Logical Alternatives with Competence
Supporting My Vision
(NT – Intuition and Thinking)
(NF – Intuition and Feeling)
• Respect my need to understand.
• Treat me as a whole person; with respect.
• Respect my intelligence and don’t hide anything.
• Value my concerns; listen to me.
• Demonstrate your competence.
• Provide an overview so I can see any overall solutions
• Give me all the options so I can see any patterns.
• Take time to discuss my concerns; and be honest!
*Adapted from Allen and Brock. FLEX Care training materials, Gainesville, FL, Center for App Psy Type, 2002

3.6. Summing Up Personality Type Awareness and QI Principles
The available evidence concerning Jungian type as determined by the MBTI indicates that differences in the type
preferences, especially those for either Sensing or Intuitive perception and Thinking or Feeling judgment, are significant
factors in establishing quality in healthcare delivery. All four principles of QI planning can be fulfilled with this new
awareness. An awareness of the patient’s presenting type as determined through behavioral cues can become part of the
medical record, the enhancement of communication with the patient has a direct effect on the quality of care, and the
necessary skills to implement this new data set can be learned through training that is already available. The fourth
principle is that of maintaining a quality interaction as a member of the health care team. In the next section, we
describe how personality type insights facilitate communication in team problem solving to aid healthcare QI teams.
3.7. Personality Type And Healthcare QI Teams
Apart from the physician-patient interaction, a second venue for implementation of QI principles in the health care
organization is the healthcare team. At its core, QI is a team process [3]. The strength of the team over separate
individuals is that it harnesses the knowledge, skills, experience, and perspectives of each individual on the team in
order to make strategic improvements.
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3.8. QI Operations that Require a Team
The HRSA Quality Improvement guidelines indicate that a team approach is needed in virtually all healthcare QI
operations. These guidelines specify that a team is needed when:
3.8.1. The System is Complex
Healthcare organizations function as complex adaptive systems [10] that are characterized by the non-linear
relationships between their components. The result is that cause and effect are usually separated widely in time and
surprise and uncertainty are constant elements that challenge attempts to implement policies. The need for team
problem solving has been proposed as one of five disciplines needed for organizations to learn [11].
3.8.2. No One Person in an Organization Knows all the Dimensions of an Issue
Even the top level of management is limited by the quality of information received. As the environment changes,
the need to accurately perceive reality increases.
3.8.3. The Process Involves More than One Discipline or Work Area
Healthcare has never been an individual sport. While the responsibility for higher order thinking involved in
diagnosis and determination of a treatment plan is a central role in health care, this role alone is rendered impotent
without the availability of the remainder of the healthcare team.
3.8.4. Solutions Require Creativity
The health care organization is not alone as a complex adaptive system. It operates in an environment that is also a
complex adaptive system an order of magnitude greater. This requires more than adherence to best practices; it requires
development of new best practices.
3.8.5. Staff Commitment and Buy-in are Needed
It is a long held management proverb that people support best, that which they help to create. It is not enough to
create a solution and expect it will automatically work. Those implementing a new policy must also believe in it and be
motivated to overcome barriers.
In all five of these situations, teamwork is the only viable route to the learning needed to solve complex problems.
This is because all learning is conversational. This also applies when the problem solving scenario is extended from a
physician-patient interaction to a group or team interaction. It is still incumbent on each member of the group to
contribute to a feasible solution, i.e. a treatment plan for the organization. As such, problem solving depends on
precision in communication between team members just as it does between physician and patient. It is well established
that the same principles of personality type that can aid physician-patient communication can also apply to team
communication.
3.9. Team Dynamic vs Physician-Patient Dynamic
In order to apply personality type concepts to teamwork, it is necessary to first compare the team to the dynamic
involving the physician and patient. The counterpart for the patient in a QI program is the organization itself.
Organizations exhibit both health and disease. When they are healthy, organizations demonstrate:
1. Adaptability to change. An effective healthcare team will detect the need for change through evaluation of the QI
data that is collected. Since adaptation involves action, a team must create alternative actions and reach consensus on
the best one.
2. A sense of identity. Since commitment and buy-in throughout the organization is critical, a team must include in
their problem solving conversation the sense of mission and goals shared by all members of the organization they
represent.
3. A capacity to test reality. The nature and quality of the data must realistically and accurately reflect both the
environmental factors and the reality within the organization. Just as a patient in denial is unlikely to follow a treatment
plan, the organization in denial cannot solve its QI problems.
4. An integration of component parts. Teams are obliged to assume a holistic perspective in their formulation of any
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QI issues or problems suggested by the data. Any attempt to solve localized problems within the organization will have
a high likelihood of “side-effects.” Solving a problem for one component of the organization can create a new problem
that leaves the system, the health care organization, unhealthy in a different way. An example at the patient care level
would be prescribing a beta-blocker for hypertension only to create sexual dysfunction. A team with multiple
perspectives is more likely to anticipate side effects within the organization because each personality type brings a new
and balancing perspective.
3.10. Personality Type Contribution to Development of Team Cohesion
Teams undergo an obligatory developmental process that mirrors the growth and development of a person’s psyche.
Overall the team progresses from its conception through stages that first manifest the id, followed by the acquisition of
an ego, and ultimately development of the more complex and competent superego. The id is the stage where the
individuals on the team find the interaction with others members to be comfortable only when their personality types
match. This correlates with the selfish and wishful nature of the id. Alternate personalities are a threat and, even in the
best case, require extra energy to understand and achieve consensus. At first, each member of the team is behaving
normally within their own id. The process of learning to adjust and accommodate is a normal response by team
members who are problem oriented. This adjustment to the reality of working together, guides the development of the
team’s “ego” both through the satisfaction that comes from consensus and through the discomfort that comes from
discord. The team, then, develops a healthy ego by accepting responsibility for social realities and norms. One aspect of
reality that the team acquires is the development of a vision that extends to values and mission beyond the team itself, in
this case to the organization. This vision of the ideal “self” for the team indicates the development of the team’s
superego. It provides the team with aspirations and values that transcend that of each individual member. The superego
is the counterpart of all personality types embracing the thinking of their opposite types and offering, in turn, the gift of
their own type preferences.
This psychoanalytic model of team development is supported by a developmental sequence described by Tuckman
[12]. He proposes four stages in group development: 1) forming, 2) storming, 3) norming, and 4) performing. The initial
stage of forming is a process of the team learning about each other. They think more about each other than about a
problem. As competition for roles in the group intensifies, the uncomfortable necessity to adapt to alternative points of
view develop. This storming stage brings to mind the ego undergoing development as the need to adapt to reality
increases. The clash of opposite preferences in others on the team poses a challenge to each team member to understand
and accept alternative points of view. As the team matures it begins to show the first signs of cohesion characterized by
the development of trust. In this norming stage, they are no longer a collection but a community. Thinking is improved
because listening and understanding are improved. At this point the team will now spontaneously move to communicate
in a way that optimizes their synergy. The QI team is now performing, focused more on the situation than it is on the
rules. Both the efficiency and the effectiveness with which teams progress to this point will be greatly affected by how
well they grasp a basic understanding of personality type.
3.11. Role and Interaction of Personality Types in Team Dynamics
Each dimension of the MBTI types contributes to team dynamics. When team members understand that preferences
are based in normal behavior, they no longer suspect that there is “something wrong” with another team member. They
also don’t overvalue a team member that has their same personality type. Just as we have seen in the stages of
interaction between a physician and patient (Table 1), personality type will influence the development of team cohesion
and contribute to producing a highly performing team.
The role of the extraversion and introversion preferences determine how the team members prefer to think. The
Extraverts will energize the team by their need to think out loud. They will keep the dialogue and thinking active among
all team members. The Introverts, by contrast will act more as compilers. They will listen and process information, and
most importantly they will provide depth of thought. Once each accepts the other for their respective roles the team will
have acquired both interplay and depth of thought. They will value both speaking up and thinking deep.
The role of sensing and intuitive preferences determine how the members manage the data. The Sensing types will
serve more as information resources with their attention to the details of the data. They help Intuitives pay attention to
important data. The Intuitives will serve as information integrators to help sensing types see relationships and
correlations. The Thinking types will make sure that relationships and conclusions make sense; they serve as testers to
keep the group relevant. The Feeling types will help the group through moments when the thinking gets stuck or
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coming to consensus is difficult. Their tendency to harmonize reminds the group of the values they seek and the goals
for quality improvement.
The pace of the conversation is balanced by the judging and perceptive preferences. The Judging types will help to
seek closure through consensus and, thus, they will act to keep the group on task. The Perceiving types will help seek
the discovery of either more data or the creation of more alternative solutions. Once they are aware of the value of
discovery, the Judging types will tend to be more patient with the Perceptive types, but they provide, in turn, an
essential awareness of time constraints. Similarly, once they are aware of the role of Judging types in moving to closure,
Perceptive types, will use their thinking time more judiciously.
The awareness of the thinking and behavior of opposite preferences helps a team grow through the forming and
storming stages efficiently. However, a protocol that make the best use of type differences can enhance the process even
further. This protocol has been termed Zigzag Problem Analysis [13] and it provides any team with an effective place to
begin.
3.12. Putting it Into Action
The Zigzag Problem Analysis process was derived from the observation that four of the type preferences described
mental functions in information processing. These mental functions are sensing, intuition, thinking and feeling. The
Zigzag term was applied due to the established representation of type dimensions such that a line drawn through the
mental functions in the order listed created the letter “Z” Fig. (1). The procedure for conducting Zigzag Problem
Analysis is as follows:

Fig. (1). Zigzag problem solving.

1. Focus on the sensing function. The team seeks answers to questions like the following:
a. What are the available data?
b. Have the data been analyzed?
c. Have the data changed over time?
d. What has been done?
e. What other data are needed?
There is a conscious effort to avoid consideration of alternatives, logical conclusions or subjective considerations, in
other words, the other mental functions. With experience the group might refine the nature of the questions, but the only
focus is on the data. The Sensing types are aware during this step that they have the edge and that their contribution is
critical. The intuitive members are unconsciously developing their abilities to be aware of the data.
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1. Focus on the intuitive function. The team seeks answers to questions like the following:
a. What do the data imply?
b. What data are the most important?
c. What are the alternative solutions or approaches?
d. Is this problem analogous to another similar one?
There is now a shift in focus to the creative process of developing alternative solutions. Any effort to judge the
alternatives is postponed to the next step. The group maintains the intuitive mode to expand alternative solutions based
on the data examined so far. The intuitive members are now at their best and the Sensing types are unconsciously
acquiring intuitive abilities.
1. Focus on the thinking function. The team seeks answers to questions like the following:
a. What data are missing?
b. What are the pros and cons?
c. What are the logical consequences of each solution?
d. What is the cost of each solution?
The focus on logical evaluation of the alternatives puts subjective issues aside. Hard data demand hard decisions.
The group begins the process of analyzing each alternative for strengths and weaknesses in order to prioritize them. The
members with a thinking preference are now at their best and they help to avoid digression into subjective issues. The
Feeling types are unconsciously developing a greater capacity for using logic, but are having difficulty separating the
blunt objective dialogue from their own need to prioritize their own personal values.
1. Focus on the feeling function. The team seeks answers to questions like the following:
a. How much do people care about the outcome?
b. How much does each alternative affect quality improvement?
c. Who will be committed to the outcome?
d. What and whose values are involved?
e. How will patients and their families react to each of the alternative solutions?
The focus on feeling evaluation of the alternatives calls on the whole group to extend their objective thought to the
subjective aspects. The Feeling types bring out complexities that are not revealed by logic while the Thinking types
unconsciously develop a sense that any logical conclusion is likely to have human implications.
While this Zigzag protocol gives structure and efficiency to a team, it nevertheless requires an awareness by each of
the team members of the characteristics of each of the other members. This requires an organizational step prior to
beginning the first step of the protocol. There are several variations that could be used to help team members become
familiar with each other. Each member can report their own personality type including how they think they can help the
team. Examples, if available, will help to develop familiarity at a personal level. Members can also report on how their
opposite will be helped by th ose on the team who have those mental functions as preferences. After a discussion that
has included each member of the team, understanding replaces tolerance. When understanding becomes established it is
possible to develop the primary characteristic observed in all higher order thinking – mindfulness.
3.13. Mindfulness And Deliberate Practice
The discussion of personality type in both physician-patient encounters and in problem solving teams illustrates that
an awareness of the influence of the different personality type preferences is critical. This critical awareness is, in itself,
a skill that must be deliberately developed through life-long practice. This may come as a surprise, since simply calling
attention to awareness could be considered to be enough. It would be enough, if it were not for distraction. However,
distraction created by the changing stimuli in our daily tasks prevails. This will be as true for QI practice as it is for any
other task. A physician who remains preoccupied with a prior diagnostic or treatment conflict, will not maintain the
awareness needed to use personality type as a tool in communicating with the present patient. More generally, any
member of the health care team who unconsciously automates their behavior in their daily tasks will likely overlook
important elements of QI policy. An example would be a physician’s assistant who overlooks drug interactions in the
history that needs attention by the attending physician. Scanning the pharmaceutical history for dosages and matching
against findings from the physical exam or laboratory tests is standard practice, but it takes an extra awareness to
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compare drug interactions. Other case examples could be drawn from patient handoffs in the transition of care or the
accuracy and completeness of entries into the medical record.
3.14. Awareness as a Skill
It is fortunate that not only is awareness critical to skill development, it is a skill in itself. Awareness of weakness
has been studied as an essential factor in skill development through deliberate practice [14]. The concept of deliberate
practice uses awareness of weakness to determine the practice needed. Awareness as a skill has been studied in the
emerging field of mindfulness research. The practice of mindfulness meditation has been shown to positively affect the
frontal cortex of the brain in a way that improves the ability to focus [15]. The frontal cortex area is significant in our
consideration of QI since it is the same area of the brain that is engaged in data analysis, problem solving and decision
making.
The research on deliberate practice has been driven by evidence that superior skill is not correlated with inherent
talent or with intelligence, but instead with the use of a form of purposeful, focused practice that Ericsson termed
“deliberate practice.” While deliberate practice emphasizes the characteristics of the learner, it also describes the role of
a teacher that is needed to help assure that the practice is also “perfect practice.” However, it is encouraging that in the
long run, once the learner has acquired competency, a teacher is no longer needed and is replaced by self-teaching.
While the concept of becoming an expert has not been emphasized as a concern in QI practice or problem solving, a
closer look reveals that it should be.
3.15. Awareness in Deliberate Practice
Deliberate practice is a focused effort designed for the purpose of improving performance. It is most effective in the
early learning stages under a teacher’s guidance so that the teacher can define what needs to be improved. If a physician
is trying to learn how to adapt their dialogue to match that of their patient’s personality, a teacher can not only detect
where improvement is needed, but also show how to improve. Deliberate practice requires substantial repetition, but
also repetition with awareness. A member of a QI team must likewise be continually aware of the way those of opposite
personality type will express themselves.
Research studies on physicians have tested the traditional theories that experts have automated their behavior. The
implication is that the expert functions spontaneously. This would indicate that the use of a tool like personality type
would be acquired through practice, such as deliberate practice, and then subsequently be guided by an unconscious
instinct. However, studies of several aspects of physician performance subsequent to training show that this is not the
case. Instead, skills deteriorate over time when their performance becomes automated. It is a natural function of the
brain to automate behavior in order to devote energy to new demands. However, automation precludes awareness due to
its robotic nature. This creates a challenge for all those who help fulfill the responsibilities of the health care team. They
need to develop the skill of maintaining awareness in an atmosphere of repetition. The implications, then, are that both
QI planning and QI practice require continual skill development. A method for developing awareness as a skill, that has
been gaining increased attention is mindfulness meditation.
3.16. Mindfulness Practice and Maintaining Awareness
The healthcare environment is a multi-tasking environment. By extension, a QI program will always function in a
multitasking environment making it essential that all members of the healthcare organization have developed awareness
as a skill. The awareness needed is not an attention to many tasks at once, but rather an attention to “task switching”
[16]. Thus, the skill is one of switching awareness. Studies on media multitaskers has shown that practice with simple
breathing exercises improved their capacity to switch their attention [17]. Thus, the path to an effective QI program is
made more certain with the regular practice of mindfulness exercises. One of the earliest and simplest approaches to
establishing and maintaining health was described by Benson in The Relaxation Response (1975) [18] and new
approaches continue to be published [15]. This is an emerging area of research in health care ranging from applications
in the treatment of anxiety and depression and emotional regulation [19], substance abuse [20], and somatic conditions
such as pain [21].
The needed awareness of the effect of personality type in communications benefits both patient care and QI problem
solving teams. When the members of the healthcare organization develop and maintain their skill of awareness through
the practice of mindfulness meditation, they increase the likelihood of applying personality type as a tool.
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Table 3. Members of the healthcare team.
1. Doctors
2. Physician assistants
3. Nurses
4. Pharmacists
5. Dentists
6. Technologists and technicians
7. Therapists and rehabilitation specialists
8. Emotional, social and spiritual support providers
9. Administrative and support staff
10. Community health workers and patient navigators

4. SUMMARY
Early studies on quality improvement (QI) in manufacturing revealed an opportunity to apply the same principles to
the delivery of health care. When applied to clinical practice, QI is implemented with data collection practices that
measure healthcare outcomes. When a QI planning process is implemented, a mindfulness about the health care
delivery process is developed. This report extends the established QI process from the organizational level to the
physician level with a specific focus on improvement of quality healthcare through the use of insights from personality
type theory. Studies on patient satisfaction as a function of their MBTI personality type reveal a positive correlation
with patient satisfaction when the physician is able to adapt their dialogue to reflect that of the patient’s personality
type. The conclusion is that personality type represents a communication “style.” An awareness of the patient’s
presenting type as determined through behavioral cues can become part of the medical record and eventually used as QI
data. The same principles that enhance the quality of the physician-patient interaction can be applied to the interaction
of members of a healthcare QI team. The interaction of team members requires clear communication that takes the
different personality types of the team into account. Recommendations from the QI team must take a complex health
care organization replete with uncertainty and surprise into account. This demands skill in gathering the best data by the
Sensing type team members and by interpreting that data by the Intuitive type team members. A Zigzag Problem
Analysis process uses each of the type preferences in a defined order to maximize the use of time and to organize the
discussion.
The successful use of personality type insights in the physician-patient interaction and in problem solving by the QI
team demands constant awareness. The ability to maintain this awareness is a skill that can be learned, but it must also
be continually practiced. The research on skill development shows that the deliberate practice of these skills under a
teacher’s guidance during training, preferably in their formal professional education, allows the continued refinement of
these skills throughout their careers. Research findings with mindfulness meditation indicate that the regular practice of
focused relaxation trains the brain to maintain focus in a multitasking healthcare environment.
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